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About This Content

Golfing Over It with Alva Majo's original soundtrack, composed by Iván Gregorio.

Includes 4 mp3 tracks:

· Golfnopedie 1 (2:37)
· Golfnopedie 2 (1:56)
· Golfnopedie 3 (2:20)

· Triple suicidal emoji (1:52)
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Honestly the best Lego game they ever made in my opinion. !NOTICE IF PLAYING ON WIN10! Enable VSync, that way a
very annoying glitch won't be triggered and you can play the game without problems. From my experience the glitch doesn't
happen on Win8.. This isn't the worst Choice of Games\/Hosted Games game, but its easily one of the most disapointing. It has
a great premise, but doesn't do anything with it. For starters, the Yeti (which the game is named after) is barely in the game.
That's not a problem per se, but it does go to show how misleading the entire thing is. Characters and plot points come and go at
break neck speeds, the overall plot is pretty incoherent as you travel all across Earth and the galaxy at the drop of a hat following
unrelated plot threads, your choices don't seem to make much of a difference, there's a forced romance that's uninteresting, your
stats and money are completely useless as far as I can tell, and the ending is unbelievably rushed.

Worst of all, the game is almost condescending in how it reacts to your choices. It pats you on the head, literally speaks to you-
the player-and says you made a good choice. You'll be given a new clearance level every five seconds (which, again, does
nothing) and even at the end my boss went out of her way to tell me I was their best agent, even though I had failed at almost
every step of the way.

With such an interesting premise, I was hoping for a lot more, but unfortunately, this game wastes it.. Compared to the previous
DLC and\/or even without the another DLC released, this is wouldn't what I would recommend. For $3.00 lesser than the price
tag of the game, which is more than half of what the game cost, you would think that this DLC has so much to offer, but you are
wrong to think so. The content is really little, the Samurai class is very buggy as well. I honestly regret getting this DLC because
the Samurai class is too buggy to even play it successfully, I might be wrong on this but when I play Samurai, since all his skills
are being activated then aimed at an area, if you are holding or just touching the movement key as you aim that skill with your
attack in a direction, the skill might (mostly) go to the other direction, which is not the one you use your attack in that direction.
Sometimes, it even goes up\/down when you are aiming and moving horizontally. Fix this, otherwise, it is honestly the most
regretful DLC someone would get, because most of us bought it for the Samurai after watching few gameplays. Thanks!. A very
useful and friendly engine for making an RPG.
In adition, I'm a great fan of retro style, and this one uses it ^^

I strongly recommend this <3. A++ one of the very best party games on Steam.

I'm mainly writing this review because I saw the rating was only "Positive". Only POSITIVE?!

THIS GAME is some of the most fun you can have with a group of 3-8 people and it's very easy to explain to others.

The one downside is if you're playing it online, you have to screenshare or stream it.

Drawful 2 is a phenomenally fun time and I highly recommend playing it. All the games I've had with many different people
have been hilarious and awesome.. The free demo only lets you play PvP. I tried to join a game. "Players online: 2. Players
searching: 1." I might have bought it for the single player campaing and co-op, but not without trying it first. Too bad it won't let
me.. I downloaded this gamne because I thought it wouldn't be so bad... BOY was I wrong!
>Be me
>Play on a map alone to learn controls and test graphics
>Meh, not to good but I'll give the benefit of the doubt
>Open server list
>see one server
>Join said server and IMMEDIATELY crash
>Open game again and try again (CRASH)
>Think welp, third time's the charm
>Try again and get in
>Play for five minutes and kill three people who can't shoot for♥♥♥♥♥♥br>>Those 3 people couldn't aim because of the
sensitivity
>Feel empty inside
>Quit and open steam
>writes review
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tl;dr This game seems like a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ Unity project and should e treated as one.
tl;dr2 This game would have potential if it was made better.. Awesome game. Would be up there with the best if it was
moddable. Could definitely use more skirmishes. I had no problems with crashes or bugs. Would love to see a second
installment. This game is way too much fun.. Fun game, optimized well, and good replayability!. This game is truly awesome,

It polished gem that everyone has missed out and that was hidden in the propagande of the Total war series.
It\u00b4s well worth 20 euro even though it now is on sale for just 2 euro. I has high quality graphics and feels very immersive.

Combat seems more realistic in pace than the total war series and it has a very interesting campaign.
I havent played so much but this game does not deserver all that bad critique it has gotten. I dont understand those at all.
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Nice visuals, music and sound effects. The game would have worked better if it had been a linear story instead of a "choose
your own adventure" game which you need to play countless times to get all of the achivements. Not worth the money.. every
time i try to play this game it says it stopped working PLEASE FIX. great little game and for that price unbeatable!
it can be realy challenging.
if you like platformer Games in retro style give it a shot!. YOU ♥♥♥♥ YOU ♥♥♥♥ YOU
I DONT GIVE A♥♥♥♥♥♥ABOUT THE GIRL
I JUST WANT TO PLAY WITH THE HOMUCULI ♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥. Enjoyable if you like shooting dice. Has a few kinks to
workout, but I won a bunch and then lost it all. Just like the real thing. 8.5\/10. Help me.. my life turned into being a box. What
is the Doorways Series?

A♥♥♥♥♥♥game Series by wannabe Game-Devs.
It´s just a poor Walking-Sim with some stupid wannabe puzzle in there.

And the best thing in every game, you don´t have a ♥♥♥♥ing clue what you should do.

So if you like running around the same ♥♥♥♥ing area without a single hint what you need to do then go on and buy this game.

If you have a single braincell left just leave this game and the whole Series alone.. I cant play it because i keep getting a run time
error#3 and i cant find help to fix it. i like this route
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